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Time began for Bremont when we embarked

Bremont has always had a very tight working

Movement

on a journey to make beautifully crafted pilot’s

relationship with the military, and as a result,

watches of exceptional quality. Flying historic

operates very closely with multiple squadrons

aircraft has been in our blood from an early

around the world to help them develop

age, as has our love for watches and all things

bespoke mechanical chronometers that closely

Modified calibre 13 1/4” BE-36AE automatic
chronometer, 25 jewels, Glucydur balance. Anachron
balance spring, Nivaflex 1 Mainspring, 28,800 bph,
38 hour power reserve, Bremont moulded and
skeletonised decorated rotor

mechanical.

mirror their Squadron’s DNA. Working in line

The timepieces had to be tested beyond
any normal call of duty (and not just in the
workshop), and of course be immensely precise
and durable. We make our watches to a very
high specification for the price point and every
watch in our standard range is Chronometer

with Bremont’s core principles, we have been
able to do something that no other luxury
watch brand has been able to do - deliver
mechanical watches that are uncompromisingly
Bremont, but also very unique on a Squadron
level.

Functions

Hour/minute/second hand, date and day at 3H
Case

Hardened stainless steel Trip-Tick® case construction
with bi-directional rotating bezel. Case diameter
43mm, lug width 22mm
Case back

Stainless steel with integrated flat crystal, 6 stainless
steel screws with polished heads
Bezel

certified. We stand by our product and are one

Bi-directional bezel operated by crown at 4H

of the few companies offering a 3 year warranty

Dial

on every watch we produce.

wings at 6H. Metal dial with SuperLumiNova® coated
hands, indexes and numerals
Crystal

Domed anti-reflective, scratch resistant sapphire
crystal
Water resistance

Water resistant to 10 ATM, 100 metres
Ratings

C.O.S.C chronometer tested. Certificate available upon
registration
Strap

The watch comes on a calf-skin leather strap and a
NATO style strap. A metal bracelet is also available for
an additional cost
Identification

Each watch will be hand engraved on the case back
with a personal call sign, official service number, name
or date (up to 8 digits) as well as a 3 digits serial number

Bespoke blue dial with the Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm

Bremont and Martin-Baker Testing Programme
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Bremont B-EBE2000 Watch Case Treatment
All Bremont watches are treated for hardness
with B-EBE2000 technology. This special stage
in the case production, in which the metal is
heat-treated and defused with carbon and
then bombarded with electrons, gives the
stainless steel a dramatically increased hardness
and scratch resistance. On the Vickers scale of
hardness B-EBE2000 produces a watch case with
a value of 2000, this is approximately seven times
that of the normal stainless steel used for
watch cases.

Bremont has always had a very tight working

The new Bremont Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm

relationship with the military and, as a result,

Watch project is a unique and bespoke watch

operates very closely with multiple elite crew

available to current and former Naval Air

and squadrons around the world such as the B-2,

Squadron members. Each watch will be hand

USNTPS, F-22, C-17, B-52, Apache 3 Regiment

engraved on the case back with a personal call

AAC, VFA-81, VFA-11, 29(R) Typhoon Squadron,

sign, official service number, name or date (up

30-RS, to name a few. Bremont helps them

to 8 digits) as well as a 3 digits serial number. The

develop bespoke mechanical chronometers that

watch comes on a calf-skin leather strap and

closely mirror their Squadron’s DNA. Working

a NATO style strap, or a Stainless Steel metal

in line with Bremont’s core principles, Bremont

bracelet for an additional cost.

Bremont 3 Year Warranty
Mechanical watches are inherently complicated,
but as we have complete confidence in our
product we offer a 3 year warranty on all
Bremont watches. Actually, we are one of the
few watch manufacturers to offer this and we
hope that this gives you some peace of mind
when purchasing a Bremont timepiece.

has been able to do something that no other
luxury watch brand has been able to do - deliver

Bremont Sapphire Watch Crystals

watches that are uncompromisingly Bremont,

Our sapphire crystals, convex and with a Mohs

but also very unique on a squadron level.

hardness rating of “9” (equivalent to 2000Hv

Placing Your Order
This is a Fleet Air Arm Exclusive purchase, if you
are interested in ordering one of these very
special timepieces please contact military@

on the Vickers scale), also have anti-reflective

bremont.com who will send you an order form

coatings applied to both sides of the glass.

to complete and return before the cut-off date.

Untreated crystals can allow light to reflect
back, which can significantly affect the legibility
of the watch dial. The coating, with its carefully
calculated thickness, is vapour-deposited onto
the crystals in a vacuum environment, and is also
specially treated to maintain a hardness of close
to 2000Hv. Reflections are therefore reduced to
less than 0.5%.
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